going digital at assisi

the vision

to embrace learning and teaching in the 21st Century
to embody digital learning pedagogies
to empower all learners

through the following digital learning pedagogies
1. multi-modal
2. student directed
3. shared learning
4. non-linear learning
5. anywhere anytime learning

2012
yr p-4: college laptops
yr 5: voluntary macbook air
yr 6: college laptops
yr 7: voluntary macbook air
yr 8: college ipads
yr 9: nsscf laptops
yr 10: nsscf laptops
yr 11/12: combined laptops

2012 (July)

2013
yr p-3: college laptops and ipads
yr 4: personal macbook air
yr 5: personal macbook air
yr 6: personal macbook air
yr 7: personal macbook air
yr 8: personal macbook air
yr 9: nsscf laptops
yr 10: nsscf laptops
yr 11: nsscf laptops
yr 12: combined laptops
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